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Queensland’s Gold Coast stands out as a region
blessed with spectacular natural assets and a
comfortable, sub-tropical climate, offering a relaxed
lifestyle and an enviable coastal character. It is a young
city, with a history and character unlike any other in
Australia. Its rapid development over the last 60 years
into a city that is now on the world stage, has not
included a strong core of arts and cultural facilities and
institutions commonplace in more conventional towns
and cities established in earlier colonial times.
Gold Coasters talk of a sense that something is missing
and there is a long-held and widespread belief that the
city needs a cultural precinct, a place where people
come together to engage with arts, culture and each
other – a place that ‘makes visible’ the Gold Coast’s
vibrant cultural and creative life.
Substantial community awareness and support
for the creation of a Gold Coast Cultural Precinct
at Evandale has grown through successive council and
community driven initiatives over the last decade. These
have included a speculative artwork proposing a New
Gold Coast City Art Gallery and Museum by Gold Coast
born artist Scott Redford, an Ideas Competition (2009),
and publication of a draft Cultural and Civic Masterplan
(2010), which demonstrated a scope and mix of spaces
and facilities with a capital cost estimate of $284 million.

To inform and refine the needs and opportunities,
a citywide cultural resources audit was undertaken
in 2012 to present a clear picture of the Gold Coast’s
cultural ecology and creative economy.
The primary finding is that:
“The Gold Coast holds a distinctive and
exciting position in Australian cultural life,
which should be celebrated and magnified
and policy and strategies for developing the
city’s cultural life and economy should not
simply mirror conventional approaches applied
in other cities.”
Other key findings of the cultural resources
audit affirmed that:
–– There is no shortage of creativity amongst
the Gold Coast community;
–– There is a notable absence of a prominent,
civic nucleus or ‘cultural heartland’, and a
real need and genuine yearning, experienced
by residents and visitors alike, for a cultural
precinct where people come together to
engage with arts, culture and each other; and
–– There is no single conclusion or simple
masterstroke solution. Multiple layers of
approach and many partners are needed.

04 J eff Carter Love in a hot climate 1957 Gold Coast City Gallery Collection Acquired 2008

Council distilled the evident drivers for a Cultural
Precinct as needs and opportunities:
–– Need for a civic focal place: networked and
connected, a place that makes visible the
Gold Coast’s cultural and creative life
–– Need for better cultural facilities:
current provision limits our creative potential
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–– Opportunity to grow our cultural economy:
supporting, nurturing and strengthening
creative enterprise, investment attraction
and cultural tourism
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–– Opportunity for urban transformation:
aligning with other major infrastructure projects,
supporting growth of other economic sectors,
deepening our sense of cultural identity
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01 My Proposal for a New Gold Coast City
Art Gallery and Museum, Scott Redford, 2005
Courtesy the artist
02 Island of Culture, Super Colossal, Cultural
Precinct Ideas Competition, 2009

Novelist Matthew Condon wrote about the Gold
Coast as a strange alchemy:

“ They indulged in the fantasy
without thinking how silly it was.
That’s what I liked about the Gold
Coast, the blossoming of all these
different fantasies, how they all
merged together, got mixed up and
became strange new hybrids.”
A Night at the Pink Poodle (1994: p.49)

The clarity of these factors reinforced the City’s resolve
to proceed with the Cultural Precinct project as an
opportunity to expedite the formation of a powerful
arts core as the city’s civic and cultural heartland. The
transformation of the existing parklands and Arts Centre
at Evandale, along with other major ‘cityshaping’ projects
– a new hospital, universities, sport stadiums, a light rail
network and foreshore redevelopments – is an important
initiative to underpin our cultural life and economy and
elevate national and international perceptions of the Gold
Coast. Without a pinnacle cultural hub and destination,
cultural networks, activity and enterprise within the Gold
Coast region will be unable to realise their full potential.

03 Cultural and Civic Masterplan, Evandale
Taskforce, 2010
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Cities worldwide have focused on the
creation of cultural precincts and arts
districts as tools for civic development
and transformation.
With a compelling case for the
development of a Gold Coast Cultural
Precinct, Council selected Evandale as
the most viable location to build this new
heartland for the Gold Coast’s cultural life.
The large Evandale site is well-established
in the public’s awareness as a place for arts
and civic activity. It is Council owned, enjoys
an attractive scenic riverfront location,
and presents a variety of active and public
transport connection opportunities linking
it to other major city hubs. Importantly
it already contains substantial civic
infrastructure in the form of The Arts
Centre Gold Coast and open parklands.

The Gold Coast Culture Strategy
2013-23 has been developed to guide the
City’s approach to cultural investment and
activity over the next ten years. Strategic
investment and activity will support the
successful and sustainable establishment
and operation of the cultural precinct.
Council is working to align the cultural
precinct with connective infrastructure,
other civic places throughout the city,
and major events. With the Commonwealth
Games coming to town in 2018, it’s time
to get ready to shine on the world stage.
Evandale will host a variety of events
and activities associated with this
significant event.

In October 2012, the City of Gold Coast
endorsed this Vision to establish a landmark
cultural precinct on this 16.9 hectare site of
centrally-located land at Evandale.
The City’s Vision conjures a dynamic
precinct activated through a rich and
ever-changing artistic program and
energised by allied retail and hospitality,
production studios and showrooms for
arts and creative industries.
Curated subtropical civic gardens will
interface with a New Arts Museum for
visual arts, new media, history and
design, and a Living Arts Centre for the
performing arts and cinema. And the
aspiration is that when the Gold Coast
hosts the 2018 Commonwealth Games,
the Cultural Precinct will showcase our
city’s culture and creativity to the world.
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An open, international competition was launched in
March 2013 to challenge the world’s best design teams
to deliver innovative proposals that will fulfill our vision
for the cultural precinct. The invitation to enter called for
landscape architects and architects to assemble multidisciplinary design teams to respond to a design brief with
proposals that challenge and blur distinctions between
architecture, urbanism, landscape, media and art.
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ARM ARCHITECTURE
CRAB_VOGT_DBI
NIKKEN SEKKEI

The competition entailed two stages.
Stage One was held over a six-week
period and asked Competitors to
present an exciting collaborative team
demonstrating a high level of capability,
as well as a concise yet compelling
response to Design Brief.
Stage Two was held over a 12-week
period through which three design
teams were commissioned for intensive
exploration and presentation of ideas and
possibilities for the cultural precinct.

The jury, chaired by Griffith University’s
head of Architecture, Professor Gordon
Holden, included: Mayor Tom Tate (who
participated in the Stage One evaluation),
Deputy Mayor Donna Gates (who
participated in the Stage Two evaluation),
design experts from the disciplines of
architecture and landscape architecture
Professors Michael Sorkin, Geoffrey
London, Helen Armstrong and Greg
Forgan-Smith, and arts sector leaders
John Kotzas and Destry Puia.

The jury met in May and from a pool
of 75 Stage One entries, selected three
design teams to compete in Stage Two.
They met again in October to receive
presentations by the three design teams,
evaluate their submissions and select
a winner.
The process was carried out with
strict confidentiality and equity, led
by competition adviser Citylab and
Council’s project team, supported by
a Design Competition Advisory Group
and overseen by an independent
consultant probity adviser, Argyle
Corporate Advisers and quantity
surveyor, Donald Cant Watts Corke.
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Dec 2012: 01 City of Gold Coast Mayor Tom Tate announces the councils’ decision to hold the competition with Andrew Mackenzie Competition Advisor Citylab. 02 Attending the
launch three long standing supporters of the Gold Coast arts community; Lorraine Pilgrim, Barbara Corrigan and Fran Cummings.
Stage One Jury Day May 2013: 03 Jury member Prof. Michael Sorkin with City of Gold Coast CEO Dale Dickson and Mayor Tom Tate. 04 Breakfast meeting with Jury and Economic
Development and Major Projects Team (Darren Scott Director left). 05 Jury site visit. 06 Mayor Tate and John Kotzas. 07 Professor Helen Armstrong reviews submissions.
Teams Briefing Day July 2013: 08 – 11 Nikken Sekkei. 12 – 14 CRAB_VOGT_DBI. 15 – 17 ARM Architecture. 17 Senior Curator Virginia Rigney demonstrates
existing artwork storage conditions.
Stage Two Jury Day October 2013: 18 Chair Prof. Gordon Holden, Greg Forgan-Smith. 19 Tory Jones Project Manager . 20 Howard Raggatt ARM. 21 Nikken team.
22 Nikken team presentation. 23 Hiroshi Miyakawa. 24 Gordon Holden. 25 John Kotzas, Greg Forgan-Smith, Cr Donna Gates Deputy Mayor Prof. Gordon Holden, Prof. Helen
Armstrong, Prof. Geoffrey London view CRAB_VOGT_DBI model. 26 Gordon Holden and Cr Donna Gates. 27 ARM team Howard Raggatt and Jesse Rudd with Jury members Prof.
Michael Sorkin and Destry Puia. 28 Barry Lee DBI with Sir Peter Cook and Gavin Robotham CRAB. 29 Professor Sir Peter Cook. 30. Mr Fumio Nanjo Director Mori Art Museum with
Dr Tsutomo Yamaguchi Nikken Sekkei.
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The City’s Vision for the Gold Coast
Cultural Precinct brings together the
cultural resources audit outcomes,
technical requirements and key strategic
issues. It gives clarity to the ambition and
scope of this significant project that will
re-shape the whole city and positively
influence the lives of a lot of people
over a long period of time.
The Vision sets characteristics,
programming and design strategies
expected to manifest throughout the
cultural precinct.
The Design Brief incorporates
and elaborates on these strategies,
establishing the characteristics and
functional aspirations for capital
works components that will form the
arts and cultural core of the cultural
precinct. It asked teams to design
three integrated capital components.
The Design Brief was accompanied
by a set of competition conditions
and a wealth of contextual information.
Full versions of these can be viewed
on the project website.
www.goldcoastculturalprecinct.info

nominal cost $85 million
Artscape is envisaged as a curated landscape
in both artistic and botanical terms: an outdoor
gallery and theatre open to the skies – and the
world. It will be defined by features and plantings
that create an oasis of amazing beauty, and
interface seamlessly with the New Arts Museum
and Living Arts Centre. It will be activated
through a rich and ever-changing artistic
program and inhabitable in countless ways,

from private picnics, contemplative art
installations and citizenship ceremonies,
to public performances live or simulcast
from anywhere in the world, digital design
tournaments, moonlight cinema and crowded
markets and festivals. Artscape interfaces
with and envelops the civic cultural buildings
and creates access connections, including a
greenbridge to the surrounding locality.

nominal cost $120 million
The New Arts Museum is envisaged as the
must-see destination for residents and visitors
wanting to understand and connect with the
essence of the Gold Coast. It plays its role as a
platform to share homegrown talent, but also
to reflect our local collective memory through
archiving and heritage conservation of the
contemporary city.

With incubator and studio spaces, it will also
be a place for training, mentoring, making
and marketing of arts, crafts, design and other
creative practices. It will present lively and
engaging exhibitions drawn from local, national
and international sources and become a pillar of
the city’s cultural tourism profile.

The precinct will play host to the creative community
of the Gold Coast and beyond, feed off and into
the infrastructure (theatre space, gallery space and
equipment labs) and the ideas and conversations that
are attracted to the precinct.

Closely related to its ‘hosting’ capacity, the precinct’s
function as a common gathering point where creative
industries, artistic talent, creative businesses, and
institutions are channelled, will enable the exchange
of ideas and partnerships to develop.

There is no shortage of creativity on the Gold Coast
and through a clustering of cultural spaces alongside
collections, programs and installations, the precinct
will be a visible hub to bring into focus and project the
cultural energies of the Gold Coast to the public.

The precinct will invite a wide variety of people to
participate in its cultural life, and through diverse
engagement will encourage plurality to become part
of the definition of culture on the Gold Coast.

With production at the heart of the main programming,
complemented by supporting activities (entertainment,
retail, hospitality), the precinct will attract the creative
community and consumers and be able to truly
operate as a place where creative practice and
cultural enterprise connect.

The precinct will embrace new media and technology
to interpret a freshtake on the arts and cultural life of
the Gold Coast, facilitating the retention of our young
talent and inviting creative skills to be woven into
cultural landscape.

nominal cost $100 million
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The Living Arts Centre is envisaged as a centre
for excellence in a diverse array of performing
arts and entertainment. It will provide a mix of
theatre sizes and formats, cinemas, spaces for
rehearsal, practice, production, live gigs and
civic functions and accommodation for resident

performing arts organisations. The centre will
carve out a niche in touring and homegrown
productions, developing local talent through a
lively program of production, presentation and
participatory events.

The precinct will be connected physically and
digitally, facilitating exchanges between the creative
industries, cultural institutions and the community.
A greenbridge and ferry service will enhance
accessibility. Digital connectivity will facilitate
engagement and communication.

A clustering of arts, culture and creative industries and
city governance will enable collaboration and access to
shared materials and resources. Clustering will be crucial
in accessing the shared benefits of complementary
industries and attracting people and investment into
the precinct.

Various general amenities and spaces will be
provided to support successful operation and
use of the cultural precinct. Even with separate
buildings, it makes sense for some of these to
be shared and managed from a single point or

provider. Through combination, co-location
or strategic distribution, these Sitewide and
Shared Provisions will facilitate efficient
operation and enhance users’ experiences.

The Gold Coast has always held a distinct, exciting
position in Australian cultural life. The precinct will
reflect this distinction and enable our City to
display itself as a place of cultural production and
consumption alongside its natural environment,
leisure and business offerings.

The precinct will provide a civic space for all to
participate in the social life of the Gold Coast.
With layers of features, activities and functions,
this will present the precinct as sustainable and
adaptable in environmental, social, financial and
operational terms.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA
The inspiration for the cultural precinct is the Gold Coast itself: young, ever-changing,
vibrant and somewhat extravagant. A great context for a contemporary cultural precinct,
the Gold Coast is in constant evolution; drawing from its assets and perfecting the art of
hosting and welcoming visitors. The cultural precinct will create a platform for aggregation
and concentration of cultural content and production. Let’s celebrate our distinct identity,
our peculiar history and home-grown stories and ideas.

The arts sector is much more than meets the eye. As a visitor or patron, we often only
see the final product, the part that can be consumed and discussed. But the greater arts
encompasses a more complete definition of this sector to include arts education, amateur
arts, and cultural production. This is also about recognising diversity in the arts, giving a
place to various modes of expression. From theatre to visual arts, circus arts to musical
performance, the cultural precinct will offer the promise of a place for all arts and artists on
the Gold Coast.

The cultural precinct should be distinctive, innovative, engaging,
entertaining, productive and characteristically Gold Coast in style.
The mix of uses and activities should be diverse, layered and capable
of continually evolving to achieve a precinct that brims with vitality,
operates cost-efficiently and delivers a positive impact and reach well
beyond its geographic location.

The cultural precinct must become a virtual hub and digital aggregator
of all things Gold Coast - culture, history, art and design; the place for
convergence online, real-time and mobile, networked with local libraries
and other cultural hubs and civic centres throughout the city, Queensland,
Australia and the world. Design of the architecture and landscape
should therefore integrate and optimise opportunities for a media rich
environment to engage and inform people.

The design competition jury evaluated submissions for
quality of response to the Design Brief based on the
following equally weighted criteria.
–– To achieve the urban design objectives of the
precinct, in particular a landmark statement as
the civic and cultural heartland of the Gold Coast.
–– To excite and attract visitors to the
cultural precinct.
–– To identify new and additional project
opportunities in achieving the civic, cultural,
celebratory, environmental, sustainable,
operational and future-looking objectives of the
cultural precinct, as elaborated within the Brief.
–– To accommodate the functional elements of the
cultural precinct Core Capital Components, as
outlined in the Brief.
–– To respond to the physical site characteristics
and constraints.
–– To demonstrate viability in construction and
delivery, specifically with regard to the project
budget and the possibility of staged delivery.

Learning at the cultural precinct can be described as informal, social, experimental,
interdisciplinary and real-time. The cultural precinct will connect informal learning with
formal education providers and creative and cultural business networks. This will help to
build pathways for employment, professional development and opportunities to retain and
attract skilled and talented citizens.

Cultural tourism, as an expanding sector of our economy, is a key inspiration in the
formulation of the vision for the cultural precinct. This puts the content developed on the
Gold Coast – the stories, works of art and the productions – right at the core of our civic
identity and appeal to visitors, both domestic and overseas. The cultural precinct will be
a defining centrepiece of our cultural tourism network, connected and outreaching to the
Gold Coast’s culture and design facilities. It will buzz as a marketplace for festivity, civic
events and showcasing home grown skills and products.

There is a remarkable and optimistic sense of a creative groundswell. Unfettered by
cultural traditions of other places and charged with a youthful and energetic spirit of
creative enterprise, new models for partnerships and business that bring cultural vitality
are emerging. We are speaking about a large sector of the economy, ranging from
film and television through to design, fashion and music. Growing creative industries
through training programs, promotion, links to industry and business incubator space will
counteract the drain of local talent attracted to bigger cities nationally and internationally.
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The Gold Coast is blessed with a subtropical climate and renowned
for its youthful and energetic outdoor culture. The Evandale site has
a magnificent scale, water setting and scenic qualities. Together these
attributes form a compelling opportunity to create high quality public
space that is open, accessible, green and free. It is the City of Gold Coast’s
ambition that Evandale’s outdoors will become known as Australia’s finest
subtropical garden.

The ability to attract and accommodate pedestrian traffic is a key
success factor for any cultural precinct. The provision of multiple
modes of transport will improve actual access as well as public
perceptions of accessibility to the cultural precinct and be essential
for its operational viability. Planning, development and management of
transport links will prioritise walking, cycling and public transport options.
This will start with a greenbridge connecting Evandale directly
with Chevron Island, and continue with a range of improvements to
be implemented in strategic sequence.

–– To integrate the precinct’s internal and external
programs and functions across all Core Capital
Components.
–– To be cost-effective to operate and economical
to maintain.
–– To establish a workable interface with potential
future use and development on the adjacent
land earmarked for transport and partnership
opportunities. (Site B)
–– To provide a level of adaptability of design,
enabling possible changes in functional needs
into the future.

The cultural precinct should achieve excellence in design, construction
and operation to be sustainable, accessible and beautiful: a place that is
widely respected and admired.
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WINNER

THE VORONOI DNA
Playful and inclusive, ARM Architecture’s winning
design, promises to entice residents and visitors to
experience and participate in a new platform for the
Gold Coast’s rich and distinctive arts and cultural life.
ARM in association with Topotek1 and others
present a design which embraces the city’s egalitarian
and celebratory character while cleverly addressing its
evolving cultural facility needs.
It adopts the dynamic and generative principles of
a voronoi diagram, to establish a coherent and
memorable pattern language.
This cellular theme recognises that the evolution of
the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct will not be a single
project that develops in one swoop, but a series of
progressive stages encompassing adaptive reuse of
existing assets as well as the construction of new
facilities which will be brought together over time
as funding becomes available.
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This pattern – its DNA – organises and connects
elements across the entire cultural precinct.
It creates a delightful, lyrical landscape of soft and built forms that vary
in scale from the grand and voluminous to the modest and intimate,
capturing the Gold Coast’s playful and energetic spirit and allowing for a
diversity of experiences, from opera to skateboarding, contemporary art,
fashion, design and cinema.

The existing Arts Centre building will be expanded
and wrapped within a voronoi superstructure to
create the new LIVING ARTS CENTRE for performing
arts and cinema.
New facilities within, will include a 1200-seat state-of-the-art
theatre, a renovation of the existing theatre and a ‘black box’
theatre, traditional in form but with the potential to be opened
out to a view of the river.

A quirky, twisting 14-storey
New Arts Museum will rise
from the landscape as a beacon
of Gold Coast arts and culture.
An exterior walkway spirals up the
building to a roof lounge with panoramic
views of the wider Gold Coast landscape
from the hinterland to the sea. This
tower form will be unique and distinctive
among art museums worldwide, offering
visitors many ways to physically and
emotionally connect with the artworks
on display.
A large, flexible Great Hall at ground
level offers environmental conditions and
spatial qualities suitable for a changing
program of exhibitions.
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The Tower will also help to liberate
ground space contributing to a
net increase of open green and
waterplay spaces throughout the
precinct. Deep planting throughout
the Artscape is extensive with species
selection and layout designed to grow
into a subtropical pleasure garden.

Centrally situated within the precinct will be a large external
amphitheatre that will provide a spectacular venue, ready-set
for quick and effective management of outdoor activities.
The concept blends playful possibilities of the landscape with
more serious site-specific environmental solutions; through the
development of a new watercourse, underground car spaces that
can be flooded, harvesting of energy by a variety of solar systems
and water collection and reuse throughout the site.

The design also addresses the IMPORTANT and
COMPLEX functional requirements of movement
and circulation, managing separation of pedestrians,
cars and service vehicles. A dual, spiral helix greenbridge to
Chevron Island splits pedestrian and cycle movements linking
to the possibility of a deck car park on Council land behind
Thomas Drive – a potentially beneficial strategy to activate this
retail area, which, in turn, forms a mid-point attractor between
the cultural precinct and Surfers Paradise with the light rail
transport service.
The site layout creates opportunity for substantial development
by peripheral precinct partners on Site B with building forms
oriented to retain visual permeability from Bundall Road to the
heart of the cultural precinct.
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90% BLACK

FLUID FORMS
CRAB_Vogt_DBI have assembled a village of fluid
forms, ranging in scale from modest to monumental and
clustered centrally around a diagonal axis that extends
across the site.
Structural volumes are carved out to create a series of
vaults, arches and scooped-out undercrofts creating a
beguiling and sculptural presence on the site.
The composition frames views on approach to the Great
Terrace where on arrival the outlook opens over the lake
and beyond to the city skyline.
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Cantilevers that appear to defy gravity serve the dual
purpose of protecting visitors from the elements while
creating a theatrical spatial setting for the heart
of the cultural precinct. In the context of the Gold Coast,
with its blue skies and deep shadows, these forms promise great
potential to generate poetic, transient shadow plays on the surface
of the buildings.

At the fulcrum of these built forms lies
the Great Terrace, intended as a large,
open-air room. To the north-east of the terrace is
an amphitheatre that looks out across the lake with
a floating stage.

A meandering river is introduced, delineating
the core cultural precinct area from a zone for
potential partnership development oriented to
Bundall Road.
Many built assets are retained and a staged approach
invests early in an arts walk from Surfers Paradise,
linking up to and throughout the Artscape.
Two innovative ‘car pads’, doubling as programmed
spaces for a range of community and arts activities,
are incorporated into the overall landscape. Shared
loading and other efficiencies are pragmatic
responses to operational needs.
The landscape theme features a wetland forest with
dense vegetation along the river edges.
Extensive environmental sustainability innovations
include shading, diurnal cooling, thermal massing,
and wastewater processing, as well as cooling systems
that use evaporative seawater walls and the ecological
principles of an oasis.

GOLD COAST CULTURAL PRECINCT

Real-time informatics and
projections serve to transform
the buildings into large-scale
digital canvases, with
remarkable opportunities for
communication, display and
dramatic night-time illumination.
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Alongside these dominant forms, small
and incidental buildings and shelters
are proposed across and beyond the
site, establishing a dynamic tension
between large and small, formal and
informal, institutional and ‘ad hoc’.
This approach will facilitate staged
development of the precinct.

The design’s informal elements, including
its ‘confetti of kiosks’ that appear dotted
across to Surfers Paradise, provide
opportunities for one-off and small scale
participation by individual artists and
creative producers.
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ART IN THE WATER – WATER IN THE ART

90% BLACK

Nikken Sekkei’s striking design reflects the ‘web of water’
which defines both the Gold Coast’s character as a city
built around the beach and an extensive network of
rivers, as well as the actual site of the precinct which is
itself surrounded by water.
The idea of a flowing web is translated in design terms
both dramatically and subtly into the landscape and
built forms. Most spectacularly these are united by the
key design feature of a grand ‘water stage’, which is
defined by the external dimensions of 195.9m x 195.9m,
to celebrate the founding year of the City of Gold Coast
in 1959.
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These twin references, of the city’s founding date and
the ubiquitous presence of water – shimmering, flowing
and falling – celebrate the site’s location and its coastal
character. They come together in a bold and arresting
landmark statement.
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The expansive water stage
structure links three primary
landscape zones; nature park
to the north, waterfront to the
north-east, and a civic field to
the south-west.
Subdivisions of these zones create a
series of smaller landscapes to be planted
as rainforest, grassland, a water garden
and indigenous garden.
Through variety and placement of
plantings and outdoor artworks, the
landscape design proposes to engage all
five senses of sight, sound, touch, smell
and taste.
The elevated water stage for promenading
and panoramic views, doubles as a multipurpose events and performance venue.

Depth of water is cleverly controlled,
ranging from only a few centimetres
deep to dry, providing opportunities for
small and large performance spaces to
emerge and then disappear.
It also reflects cultural traditions of the
‘Queenslander’ roof, offering shade and
shelter to the central amphitheatre and
circulation area underneath.
Car parking and site services are located
underground so that ground level is free
as a pedestrian domain, allowing only
minimal vehicular activity for transport
and servicing.
The greenbridge linking the cultural
precinct with Chevron Island has dual
approaches, delivering pedestrians
either to ground level or directly to
the water stage.

The New Arts Museum, in the
form of small, separated pods,
and the Living Arts Centre are
nestled below the water stage.
In the Living Arts Centre the existing
building is retained and enhanced, with
two theatres connected by a shared stage
accommodating up to 1800 people. At
night, its wrapped fly tower, protruding
through the water stage, becomes a
digital screen for outdoor cinema or
illumination.
This concept embodies the premise of
holistic cross-artform programming that
comes together under the expansive roof
formed by the water stage.

The New Arts Museum is a series of a
dozen discrete pods of different sizes and
shapes to correspond with a variety of
collections and purposes, and associated
with food and beverage outlets.
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Development of a Gold Coast Cultural Precinct will make
a substantial and lasting difference to Gold Coast cultural
life and our economy. It will unlock our city’s creative
potential, contribute to our strong community spirit and
attract people and investment.
At the outset of the competition, when asked to describe
what benefits this cultural precinct can bring to our city,
jury member Michael Sorkin, distinguished Professor of
Architecture and Director of the Graduate Program in
Urban Design at the City College of New York,
suggested that:
“A cultural precinct can embody the best qualities of
urban life, a place of lively juxtapositions and chance
encounters, the scene not simply of artistic crossfertilisation but for creativity to make a space particular
to the extraordinary environment of the Gold Coast.”
The design competition attracted some of the world’s
best design minds to produce outstanding and innovative
concepts, many of which could achieve this scene
imagined by Professor Sorkin.
Each of the three Stage Two proposals, and indeed many
of the initial pool of 75 Stage One submissions present
creative design responses that could achieve the vision
for the cultural precinct.
The Jury concluded that the ARM Architecture
submission stands out amongst these, for its embrace
and responsiveness to the particular requirements of
the Design Brief. It presents an astute and surprising
design that is attuned finely to the potential of the
site and our evolving cultural facility needs. It paints
a clear picture for the cultural precinct as a coherent
and memorable landmark destination. The concept
encompasses adaptive reuse of existing assets as well
as the construction of new facilities and embodies
an inherent flexibility that will enable the precinct to
develop progressively in stages over time as funding
becomes available.
Achieving operational sustainability and optimising
return on investment in the cultural precinct is a
paramount goal. The success of this endeavour will
rely on building a strong network of government,
institutional, business and community partners who
bring resources, participants and content and enable
creative opportunities for collaboration and funding.
ARM Architecture’s winning design for our Gold Coast
Cultural Precinct provides a blueprint to inspire and
guide us in working together to design, fund and deliver
this significant project that will transform and enrich
our city.
Night view looking East to Q1 from the amphitheatre of a future Gold Coast Cultural Precinct ARM Architecture
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Team leader, Melbourne-based ARM Architecture, is responsible for the design of
many of Australia’s best-known cultural buildings, including Hamer Hall Arts Centre,
Melbourne Recital Centre, Southbank Theatre and Shrine of Remembrance Visitor
Centre in Melbourne, Canberra’s National Museum of Australia and Perth Arena and
a long and diverse list of public, institutional and commercial buildings.
ARM partnered with landscape architects TOPOTEK1 (Berlin), theatre planners
Shuler Shook (US and Melbourne), acoustic engineers Marshall Day (Melbourne),
sustainability and engineering consultants Arup (global), museum and exhibition
designers Cunningham Martyn Design (Melbourne) and indigenous and cultural
consultants Duncan Gibbs and Michael Aird (Gold Coast).
www.a-r-m.com.au
www.topotek1.de

This team formed an alliance between London-based Cook
Robotham Architectural Bureau (CRAB) Studio, Zurichbased Vogt landscape architecture and Gold Coast-based
DBI Design.
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Japan’s largest architectural firm, Nikken.JP (Tokyo) partnered with Tokyo-based
landscape architects Earthscape and art museum managers Mori Art Museum, to
form the core team. Nikken Sekkei’s many cultural projects include Japan’s Hoki
Museum, Pola Museum and Hyogo Performing Arts Centre. Additional expertise
was sourced through a support team including civil engineers Nikken Sekkei Civil,
sustainability consultants Nikken Sekkei Research Institute, and Brisbane architects
Lambert and Smith and quantity surveyors Mitchell Brandtman (Australia).

 ww.nikken.co.jp/en/
w
www.mori.art.museum
www.earthscape.co.jp

They also partnered with structural engineers Bollinger
and Grohmann (Frankfurt), sustainability consultants Max
Fordham (London), acoustic consultants Marshall Day
(Melbourne), theatre consultants Theatreplan (London),
urban informatics Arup (Sydney), light installation artist
Bruce Munro (UK), lighting designer Andre Tammes; and
a support team of Gold Coast-based companies: GMP
quantity surveyors, Habitat ecological engineers, AECOM
transport, building and acoustic consultants, UPS urban
planning, CERTIS accessibility consultant, Robert Bird
structural engineer and TDLD lighting consultants.

www.crab-studio.com
www.vogt-la.com
www.dbidesign.com.au

